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formed arms circled each other while still enveloped by the black and gray 
light. 

The two elderly cultivators thrust their palms forward simultaneously. Their 
eyes also shot out black and gray light rays. 

The two arms began to rotate even more rapidly, and their meridians began to 
take shape. The Historial Power and Marciais Power they had absorbed also 
became more vigorous. 

Truett was stunned by the miraculous sight. He said, “Forging arms with 
swords? I never knew such a magical power like this existed.” 

Xatia stared into the void and said excitedly, “They belong to James! With 
them, he will be able to dominate the Genesis Worlds!” 

Just as they finished speaking, James suddenly spread his hands, and a 
strong wind blew toward him, fluttering his hair. 

Dazzling lights emerged and wrapped around his body. At that moment, he 
looked like a dazzling star. 

Boom! 

The lights surrounding James exceeded their limit and exploded. 

James was wrapped around by black and gray lights and soared into the sky. 

Then, the two arms began to merge with James. 

Gray clouds covered the sky, and the Yuraeceon Genesis Bell rose high. It 
began to duplicate, and the bell chimes spread throughout the area. 

Energy Orbs appeared above their heads. 

Rebella and Xitlaly, who had more substantial cultivation bases, watched in 
horror. 



Bolts of Lightning flashed from gray clouds gathered above James’ head. 

Blue Heavenly Tribulation Lightning fell from the sky, striking James and the 
multiplied Yuraeceon Genesis Bell. 

Different types of Heavenly Tribulation Lightnings followed one after another, 
constantly striking James and the Yuraceon Genesis Bells with increased 
power. 

Ultimately, black and white lightning fell from the sky, enveloping two different 
beasts. At that moment, they reached maximum strength. 

forces in the air. 

The black and white lights emitting from James’ body reached their extreme 
states after being constantly struck by lightning flashes. 

James had a pain expression, and his body trembled. He had already 
activated all his Supernatural Powers. Yet, his newly formed Golden Body 
was already injured and about to be destroyed. 

“The Haloed Heavenly Tribulation and Badovern Heavenly Tribulation 
together? 

This is dangerous.” 

“We must take action and protect him even if it costs our lives.” 

The two elderly cultivators flew over to James, unleashing grey and black light 
rays. Suddenly, the dark became dark, and the surroundings dimmed. The 
Forladtt Land’s fourth level began to crack, and the grounds collapsed. 

James was surrounded by two forces, which quickly repaired his injuries. 

Hemera, Lesia and Fennec immediately appeared. Their formation instantly 
spread out and withstood the Heavenly Tribulations’ attacks. 

“Use your Genesis!” The elderly man in black shouted, and then he quickly 
sent his Genesis toward James. 

The white-robed elderly man also summoned his Genesis and sent it to 
James. 



A Tai Chi diagram was formed above James’ head and rotated to absorb the 
two forces from the elderly cultivators. 

Dozens of epochs later, James opened his eyes and spread his arms. A black 
force came out from his left hand and a gray force from his right hand. The 
two tribulations were instantly captured. 

“That’s too much!” 

James roared and transformed into black and white lights and soared toward 
the gray clouds. 

Everywhere he passed would cause massive destruction. The tribulations 
were instantly shredded into pieces. 

Lesia followed behind him and devoured the fragmented tribulation. Her whole 
body began to release a red glow. 
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clouds and furiously tore apart the Heavenly Tribulation. He rose into the sky 
and hovered above the gray clouds. 

An illusory figure stood above the gray clouds. Although his face was unclear, 
it was evidently a man. 

James stared at him with furrowed brows and said, “What the hell do you 
want?” 

The illusory figure replied, “You’re finally here. You’re indeed a wise one.” 

James asked, “Did you lure me here on purpose?” 

The illusory figure snorted. “It’s my duty to activate the tribulations…” 

James barked, “But you’ve been attacking me for a few dozen epochs. If you 
have some kind of grudge against me, let’s settle it right now.” 

The illusory figure said coldly, “Although you’ve achieved the Ultimate Golden 
Body, you’re not qualified to fight me yet. However, you can always come to 
challenge me in the future. I’ll be waiting for you. 



“I lured you here so that we could meet. Now that you know my existence, it’ll 
make things easier in the future.” 

After speaking, the illusory figure waved his hand and disappeared. The 
dense gray clouds under his feet also dispersed along with him. 

The surroundings immediately returned to peace. 

James stood proudly in the air, squinting, and said, “There must be something 
wrong with that guy.” 

Lesia flashed over and sat down on James’ shoulder. She held a black and 
white tribulation in each hand, chewing them like food. 

James asked, “Who was that guy?” 

Lesia said casually, “That was the Yang governor.” 

James frowned and asked, “One of the two entities?” 

Lesia nodded and said, “Yeah. He’s a proud one, and only obeyed your wife.” 

As soon as these words came out, James immediately understood the man 
was his love rival. It was no wonder he was purposely torturing him so 
severely. 

James felt the powerful man had appeared purely to provoke him. 

Lesia suddenly reminded, “The two remnant souls are about to disappear. If 
you have any questions, please hurry up. They are much more 
knowledgeable than me.” 

James immediately jumped to the ground. 

Rebella and the others hurriedly gathered around him. Before they could 
speak, James waved his hand and interrupted. 

James looked at the spectral remnant souls sitting nearby. He hurried over 
and said, “Sir…” 

The white-robed man smiled gently and said, “It’s our duty. There’s no need to 
say anything more.” 



The black-robed man nodded and said, “We’re just remnant souls. We can 
neither improve our cultivation nor leave the Forladtt Land. It’s an honor that 
we’ve managed to help someone achieve the Ultimate Golden Body.” 

James straightened up and bowed to the two elderly men. He knew he would 
not have acquired much from the Forladtt Land without their help. Even 
though they were remnant souls, he behaved with the utmost respect toward 
them. 

The white-robed man smiled and said, “Everyone, please sit. We’ll give you 
guys a lecture while there is still some time left for us. Take it as a farewell gift 
from us.” 

The black-robed man waved for them to come closer. 

James looked at everyone behind him, giving them a sign. 

Everyone gradually sat down in lotus positions. 
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“Unfortunately, everyone’s cultivation rank is lacking. For you guys to have 
been selected for the Heavenly Path and favored by Tai Chi shows you have 
great talent. However, you’ve been influenced by your respective sects and 
families, which has led you astray and brought you serious harm.” 

Everyone present was surprised by his words. He immediately negated their 
years of effort. 

The black-robed man said, “The cultivation path is started by one’s will and 
destroyed by fate before entering the Supreme Path. One would have to 
return to nature. Ultimately, it’s about cultivating one’s cultivation rank and 
soul.” 

“Outside of the Forladtt Land today, regardless of cultivation rank or the 
Supernatural Powers one possesses, they all focus too much on power. It’s 
too misleading.” 

Truett frowned and asked, “Then, may I ask what is the right way to cultivate?” 



The white-robed man smiled and said, “Have you ever heard of the Jadhea 
Tablet?” 

Everyone was confused by his words. 

James said slowly, “Gray clouds and the chimes of ten thousand bells. The 
Marciais Combat Form that surpasses Genesis Power. Nirvana Golden Bones 
and a body emitting colorful light rays. Pure cultivation power and great 
achievements.” 

The white-robed man nodded and said, “These aren’t just myths, nor are they 
random poems made by someone. In fact, they are essential requirements to 
reach the Daeclon Rank. 

“The first four sentences are the general guidelines. The last four are the 
essence.” 

Rebella said humbly, “Please enlighten us.” 

The black-robed said smilingly, “You saw it just now. When your friend 
cultivated the Ultimate Golden Body, dense gray clouds covered the sky. 
Then, the sound of bells resounded throughout the area.” 

Everyone nodded at the same time. 

The black-robed man said smilingly, “He has already mastered the Third 
Marciais Combat Form. The second half is the most crucial. He acquired a 
Nirvana Golden Body and Golden Body at the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth 
Tribulation. 

“Even though he has a Golden Body at the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth 
Tribulation, he still has a long way to go.” 

Truett stared at the elderly men and asked, “Can I understand it like this? 

Although James has forged an Ultimate Golden Body, he merely qualified to 
enter the Daeclon Rank?” 

The white-robed man nodded and replied, “That’s right. Even so, it’s rare for 
someone to meet the qualifications.” 



The black-robed man said calmly, “It’s because the threshold for entering the 
Daeclon Rank is too high. For countless generations, hardly a handful of 
people could reach the rank.” 

Everyone looked at James and gasped simultaneously. 

They never expected the threshold for reaching the Daeclon Rank to be so 
high. 

It was no wonder so many hidden powerhouses with exceptional Supernatural 
Powers stayed at the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation for so long. 

Rubella suddenly asked, “What about the Quasi Daelcon Rank?” 

The white-robed man laughed and said, “It’s just them thinking they are high 
and mighty. Only the Xaeclon and Daelcon Rank exist. Where did the Quasi 
Daelcon Rank come from?” 

The black-robed man snorted, “They think focusing on power is the way. 

However, they are simply destroying their growth. They think their cultivation 
base is unparalleled, but they’re just trees with rotten roots. The higher their 
cultivation rank, the more unstable they are.” 

“They think they can enter the Daelcon Rank after gaining some Historial 
Power. 

It’s just a dream.” 

have to become like James. We must improve our cultivation base, body, and 
bones simultaneously.” 

The black-robed man looked at him and said, “You’re pretty smart. You’ve 
understood what I’ve explained. With your current cultivation rank, it’s not too 
late to readjust. 

“Otherwise, it will be too late when you reach the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s 
Ninth Tribulation.” 

The black-robed man smiled and said smilingly, “You must improve your soul, 
flesh, meridian, bone and energy together. It may seem like a slow process, 
but your overall combat power will be much stronger. If you can achieve this, 
fighting opponents above you in cultivation rank won’t be a big deal anymore.” 
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man and asked, “Since you’re the founder of the Marciais Combat Form, how 
about giving our group some training tips so they can also improve?” 

The black-robed man laughed and said, “You’re really bold with these 
requests, aren’t you? Well, I’ll help them since you’ve asked.” 

After speaking, the black-robed man waved his hand, and several black 
energy balls appeared in the void. 

Everyone quickly reached for the black energy balls as if they had found great 
treasures. Then, they turned to James with grateful expressions. 

The black-robed man looked at James and said, “There’s nothing for you. 
After all, you’ve already reached the Third Marciais Combat Form. As for the 
next form, I can’t teach you. You’ll have to go to the Marciais Combat Form’s 
origin to find it.” 

James nodded lightly. 

The white-robed man suddenly interjected, saying, “I have nothing much to 
offer as a gift except the secret art of accumulating Historial Power.” 

After speaking, he waved his hand, and several dazzling energy balls floated 
to everyone. 

The group hurriedly accepted the energy balls and knelt to express their 
gratitude. 

The white-robed man looked at James and said, “You already have the 
Nirvana Golden Bones and Ultimate Golden Body. You can convert Genesis 
into Historial Power, so you won’t need this. I’ll give you something else.” 

“What is it?” James was curious. 

The white-robed man said smilingly, “The Forladtt Land.” 

Everyone was shocked silent the white-robed man was gifting the entire 
Forladtt Land to James. 



The white-robed man suddenly released several snow-white lights toward 
James. 

The lights wrapped around James’ body. Immediately afterward, a five-level 
fluorescent pagoda appeared in his hand. 

Before James could recover from the shock, the two elderly cultivator’s bodies 
quickly faded away. Soon enough, they completely disappeared. 

“Sir!” 

“Thank you!” 

After hearing the group’s frantic shouts, James raised his head and saw that 
the elderly man had disappeared. 

After a long silence, everyone turned to James. 

James held up the pagoda and said, “The Forladtt Land is ours now.” 

Rebella asked regretfully, “Were the two of them annihilated?” 

James sighed, “They were remnant souls of two peerless powerhouses. It’s 
inevitable that they perish.” 

After speaking, James turned around and looked at everyone, saying, “I hope 
everyone remembers what they’ve been taught. Don’t keep blindly pursuing 
higher cultivation ranks. Instead, focus on improving your body, bones and 
soul. 

At least make it so they are on the same level. 

“I don’t want you to only reach the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation. 
I want everyone to reach the Daeclon Rank.” 

The group exchanged looks, then nodded. 
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coldly, “Can you show us the Ultimate Golden Body, James? You were 
wrapped by a dazzling light just now, and I couldn’t see clearly.” 



James glanced at the women with expectant faces and rolled his eyes. 

“Why are you women so keen on seeing a man’s body?” 

“…” The women were speechless but still curious to see his Golden Body. 

James sighed, then jumped into the air. He turned around and activated his 
dazzling Golden Body. 

His long hair danced, and his blue cloak fluttered. Below his feet was the Tai 
Chi, and his whole body emitted a dazzling light. A black force and white force 
flowed through his body. He looked like a mighty war god, majestic and 
domineering. 

Truett exclaimed, “Wow! So that’s the Ultimate Golden Body?” 

Xitlaly gasped and said, “You’re so strong now, James!” 

Xatia said happily, “You’ve gained a great blessing, Master. It’s a real 
eye�opener.” 

Rebella said emotionally, “The Ultimate Golden Body! It’s basically a ticket to 
the Daeclon Rank.” 

At that moment, James held up the silver pagoda in his hand. With a thought, 
three black and white flashes of light shot toward the southern end of the 
battlefield. 

The black and white light immediately wrapped the three soulless 
powerhouses sealed by the violet- gold evil spirits. 

The three soulless powerhouses belonged to Franciscus, Thea and Yegor. 

Although they had no consciousness, James did not let the violet-gold evil 
spirits kill them. 

James cared for these people and respected them. Regardless of whether 
they were from a previous or current life, they were still the same to him. 

Lesia suddenly said, “I’m so hungry, Master. Can’t I eat them? They’re like 
high�grade elixirs.” 



James felt a shiver down his spine. He quickly smiled and said, “Don’t worry. 
I’ll give you lots of elixirs.” 

After speaking, James raised his hand and recalled the violet-gold spirits. 

Afterward, he landed on the floor. 

him with a strange look in his eyes. 

Truett looked at James and said, “Actually, it’s nothing special. It’s just some 
back and white…” 

Before he could finish speaking, James waved his hand and sent him flying by 
a strong wind. 

Hearing Truett’s screams, the group of women burst out laughing. 

James took a deep breath and said, “Whoever has a lot of high-grade elixirs, 
please give me some. Otherwise, Lesia is about to eat human flesh.” 

“I have some.” Rebella hurriedly waved her hand, and tens of thousands of 
cores at the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation appeared in the void.” 

James immediately took them. Meanwhile, the others expressed their 
complaints. 

“Master, Truett took out cores.” 

“Yeah. Truett was too much. He put on a display of affection in front of us, 
then collected the cores.” 

“Xitlaly already beat him up, but he refused to hand them over.” 

Truett quickly returned, saying, “Don’t make false accusations against me! I 
was worried you girls would take them recklessly, and it’d do more harm 
instead. I was simply safekeeping them.” 

Looking at Truett, James raised his eyebrow and said, “You’re becoming more 
and more like Quattro.” 

Truett immediately posed and retorted, “Quattro? Is he as handsome as me?” 

After the brief conversation, James sat down with the group. 



Although he had already achieved the Ultimate Golden Body, he faced two 
major problems. First, he had yet to reach the peak of the Yuraeceon Daelm 
Rank’s Eighth Tribulation. Hence, he could not control his Historial Power and 
Marciais Power properly. 

Secondly, his cultivation rank was still too low. If they were to leave the 
Forladtt Land without successfully cultivating the art the black-robed cultivator 
gave, they might be besieged by the Timaeus Sect. 
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decided to cultivate in the Forladtt Land for a while. After all, James owned the 
place, and they could stay as long as they wanted. 

James set up a time formation around the group. Then, everyone began 
cultivating. 

In the Timaeus Sect’s main hall, Gladwin paced back and forth in front of the 
upright Lyla. 

He admired Lyla’s strength, the law enforcement elder of the Timaeus Sect. 

However, she was loyal to Xachary. 

After pondering for a while, Gladwin said, “Do you agree to the marriage, 
Lyla?” 

“No,” Lyla said decisively. 

Gladwin walked over to Lyla and stared into her eyes. Then, he asked, “Is it 
because you still haven’t forgotten Forty-nine? I know you still have feelings 
for him…” 

Lyla interrupted him and said coldly, “What’s your point, Great Protector?” 

Gladwin squinted and said, “If it’s what you want, I’ll help you.” 

Lyla stared at him in shock and thought, ‘Help me? So will he assist me in 
running away from the marriage and let me look for Forty-nine?’ Seeing the 
change on Lyla’s face, Gladwin smiled and said, “I’ll let you in on a secret.” 

Gladwin leaned closer to Lyla and whispered a few words. 



Lyla said surprisedly, “T-That’s impossible!” 

Gladwin stared at Lyla and said, “We’re the only ones who know about this. 
With his distrustful character, do you think he would ever let us take care of 
the Timaeus Sect’s affairs?” 

Lyla took a deep breath, turned around, and replied, “He raised and trained 
me. 

I will never.” 

“Lyla,” Gladwin interrupted, saying, “Don’t you understand? He’s simply using 
you. Making you marry his son is part of his plan. You’re the youngest in the 
Timaeus Sect to have reached the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation 
peak.” 

Lyla fell silent. She was aware of everything but pretended not to know. 

Gladwin looked at her and suggested, “Let’s join forces and overthrow him. 

You’ll become the Great Protector and can finally decide your own destiny.” 

Before he could finish speaking, a loud rumble came from the void outside. 

Startled, the two rushed out of the main hall. 

From the Daemon Prison’s edge, numerous neon lights illuminated the sky. A 
Quasar Phoenix and multiple golden dragons could be seen moving through 
the sky, seemingly about to swallow up the heaven and earth. 

Gladwin’s eyes widened in shock. Then he said, “That’s in the direction of the 
Forladtt Land. Or could it be the Daemon Prison?” 

Lyla did not reply to him. She leaped into the air and observed the situation. A 
Quasar Light surrounded the edge of the Daemon Prison’s edge, illuminating 
the entire place. 

She said surprisedly, “That’s the Forladtt Land! Something strange is 
happening there. Could it be that he is about to return?” 

After speaking, Lyla disappeared in a flash. 



Gladwin, who had just leaped into the air, was about to speak, but Lyla had 
already left. 

“You’re a really hard one to deal with. You and Forty-nine are both my pawns. 

You’ll never be able to escape.” 

After speaking, the Saint’s figure appeared in the nearby void. 

“Mr. Gladwin, something strange is happening in the Daemon Prison. Is the 
damn Dark Heavenly Path coming again?” 

Gladwin looked at Saint, and a wicked thought flashed in his mind. 

“Do you want to go?” 

The Saint took a deep breath and said, “Lyla already headed there, right? 
Then, of course, I have to go.” 

After speaking, the Saint rushed toward the Daemon Prison without waiting for 
Gladwin to reply. 
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Saint arrived at the entrance to the Daemon Prison. 

The two of them were shocked by the light rays coming from the Daemon 
Prison that led into the Forladtt Land. 

The Saint had his hands behind his back as he sneered, “How is such a 
magical phenomenon coming from the Forladtt Land? It’s not the demons 
trying to get through tribulations, right?” 

Lyla looked at him disgustedly and said, “What are you doing here, Yunleiv? 
Do you not have anything to do?” 

Yunleiv sighed, “Don’t act like this, Lyla. We’ll be husband and wife…” 

“Shut up! I won’t agree to the marriage!” Lyla immediately interrupted him. 

Yunleiv grabbed Lyla by the collar and sneered, “My father raised you and has 
planted Deadgory Bugs in your soul. I’ve already mastered the secret art 



needed to control Deadgory Bugs. Once I activate the bugs in your soul, you’ll 
be tormented to the point that you’ll wish you were better off dead. 

“I advise you to be obedient, and I can treat you better. Or else.” 

“You’re a despicable, shameless, lowly bastard.” 

Suddenly, a powerful voice came from the Hudde Passage, interrupting 
Yunleiv. 

Lyla and Yunleiv looked toward the source and saw a handsome young man 
in a white robe walking out from the Quasar Lights. 

Yunleiv’s face immediately darkened after seeing the man. 

“It’s you? I thought you were already sealed in the Forladtt Land. How are you 
still alive?” 

Truett smiled and said disdainfully, “Are you disappointed? Have you been 
looking everywhere for me after leaving seclusion? 

Yunleiv’s face darkened, and he said condescendingly, “I’m glad you know. 
It’s time I get revenge for the humiliation you’ve caused me. 

“You’ve only just entered the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation. It 
seems your talent doesn’t really live up to your genius cultivator title. 

Truett smiled and said, “Well, what about your cultivation rank?” 

Yunleiv said sarcastically, “I’m at the peak of the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s 
Ninth Tribulation. I’ll be able to crush you with one hand.” 

“I’m so scared! Did you use a lot of elixirs?” Truett crossed his hands across 
his chest and pretended to shiver in fear. 

Truett’s words triggered Yunleiv, making him furious. 

Yunleiv raised his hand, attempting to attack Truett. 

A potent Genesis swept toward Truett. However, he stood firmly in place and 
did not dodge. Instead, he smiled creepily. 



Yunleiv’s Genesis inched closer but was blocked by some sort of barrier and 
exploded. 

Meanwhile, Truett was completely unscathed. 

Yunleiv watched in shock, then shouted, “That’s impossible! You’re just a 
weakling at the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation lower grade. How 
could you block my attack?” 

Truett ignored him and looked at Lyla. Then, he asked, “Do you want to get 
involved in this, Elder Lyla?” 

Lyla replied indifferently, “It’s a matter between you two and has nothing to do 
with me.” 

“Then this will be easy to settle,” Truett smiled, looked at the livid Yunleiv, and 
said, “If I could beat you while at the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Fifth 
Tribulation, I can do the same again.” 

After speaking, a powerful gray light erupted from Truett’s body, and his 
Qrohm increased significantly. 

Yunleiv gasped, “The Second Marciais Combat Form? I didn’t expect you to 
have cultivated the Marciais Combat Form in the Forladtt Land. In that case, I 
must ensure you die today.” 

After speaking, he stepped forward and charged at Truett. 
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the sky to take on Yunleiv. He summoned a Golden Sword Light and 
combined it with the strength of the Marciais Combat Form. Despite only 
being at the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation lower grade, he took 
the initiative to attack. 

Yunleiv furiously shattered the golden Sword Light, then prepared for a 
counterattack. However, Truett’s body suddenly flickered and began rushing 
toward the Hudde Passage. 

“Coward! Are you really running away?” Yunleiv cursed, then went after 
Truett. 



Lyla noticed Truett’s plan and hurriedly shouted, “Don’t go after-“ 

Unfortunately, it was already too late. 

After Yunleiv entered the Hudde Passage, the intersection flashed brightly 
and closed up. 

“Impossible! How is this happening?” Lyla was perplexed. 

To Lyla’s knowledge, the Hudde Passage was created by two of the Timaeus 
Sect’s ancestors with exceptional Supernatural Powers. It was impossible to 
seal the Hudde Passage without reaching the strength of the Quasi Daeclon 
Rank. Yet, she had just witnessed the passage being sealed off. 

Lyla instantly summoned a golden dragon and attacked the seal. With a loud 
bang, the golden dragon exploded. However, the Hudde Passage’s entrance 
had not budged. 

Suddenly, a thought popped into Lyla’s mind. She stared at the entrance and 
murmured, “Has the Forladtt Land acknowledged a master? Did Forty- nine 
gain control over it? 

“Did he send Truett here to lure Yunleiv into the Forladtt Land and seal him 
away? 

“Yunleiv has already reached the peak of the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth 
Tribulation. Can Forty-nine and his friends stand a chance against him?” 

Lyla’s speculation had hit the nail right on the mark. 

After Yunleiv followed Truett into the Hudde Passage, he realized something 
was wrong. 

Truett rushed into the Forladtt Land, then stood at the entrance with a 
sarcastic smile. 

Furious, Yunleiv quickly charged at him. However, he crashed into a barrier 
and was knocked backward. 

Yunleiv shouted in shock, “Impossible! This can’t be happening! I’m a 
powerhouse at the peak of the Yuraeceon Daelm Rank’s Ninth Tribulation! 
How can a mere barrier stop me?!!” 



After venting, he stretched out his palms and struck the barrier with his potent 
Genesis. However, the barrier was unscathed. 

Yunleiv roared, “You’re despicable, Truett!” 

Once again, Yunleiv punched the barrier. However, his attack had no effect. 

Treutt watched from the other side of the barrier, then raised his middle finger 
at Yunleiv. 

Yunleiv was furious, and he wanted to go on a rampage. 

At that moment, several other living beings appeared behind Truett. In the 
front of the ground was James. 

James smiled after seeing Yunleiv trapped in the Hudde Passage. He had 
purposely made the strange phenomena to lure some strong cultivators so 
that his friends could practice. To his surprise, he got a pretty good practice 
partner for them. 

Suddenly, James thought of something and asked, ‘Where’s Lyla?” 

 


